Why Is Conn-Professional Water Services
The Perfect Resource For Homeowners?
Simply put, we make it easy for you. We manage your needs in the
most cost-effective manner while performing the required services in
the utmost professional manner. We understand that your home is a
very important and valuable part of your life. Our workers are curtious
and respectful, and our work is clean and neat.

Key Value Points
The experience we bring...
30+ years working with municipal and utility companies.
Hold in good standings; P7 Plumbing License, Distribution II
License, OSHA-Compentent Person, State of CT Hoisting and
Lifting License.
Licensed, fully bonded and insured, beyond the normal standards.

Trust is a major factor in your decision making process and it is
something that is earned. For over 30 years municipalities, utility
companies, commercial and private properties throughout CT, MA and
PA have trusted us for their water and sewer line services. Time after
time, we deliver an unmatched levels of satisfaction – we promise the

Maintain relationships with most local municipal departments.
What we offer...
Meter installation and repair, water and sewer line inspection,
installation and repair.

same quality service to you.
Electronic leak detection of underground leaks.

Uncover Hidden Problems.
Conn-Professional offers electronic leak detection services. Through the
use of high-tech equipment, we can discover leaks in lines that are

Septic system and well water conversions to municipal water and
sewer waste services.
Pavement and landscaping repair.

deep beneath the surface of you property. Underground leaks start as
small problems that eventually lead to large, costly repairs. The key is to
know what you are facing and determine a cost-effective plan of repair.

Septic & Well Conversions to Municipal Service.

About our team...
Team leaders serve on municipal boards, understand and respect
financial and budget constraints and how it pertains to utilities.
Each employee has hands-on experience in utility work and a
background check is ran on each individual.

Are you using a septic and well system, but have the opportunity to
convert to the municipal water and waste service? If so, we can take
the worry away without the high cost typically charged by other
contractors. On time, on budget, without hidden costs....it’s that simple.
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Specialized training and certification programs recieved.
Preventative programs offered...
Electronic leak detection and repair of water and sewer lines.
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